
My time as Mike Boardman's student andour work on in�nite loop spaesR.M. VogtDediated to my thesis advisor Mihael Boardman on theoasion of his 60th birthday in gratitudeI have the honor of having been Mike Boardman's �rst student, but Iame as a surprise for him.In 1965 I graduated from the Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universit�at inFrankfurt, Germany, with a sholarship in my poket for graduate stud-ies in England. The advisor for my diploma thesis was Wolfgang Franz,known for his work on Reidemeister-Franz torsion, but at that timeFranz had moved into administrative positions at the university: he wasdean of the faulty of sienes, then president and later vie-presidentof the university. So I asked Heiner Zieshang for advie on where to goand he reommended the University of Warwik in Coventry, England,whih opened in 1965 (the graduate shool in mathematis started oneyear earlier in 1964 with students whom the new sta� had brought withthem).The University of Warwik started o� in a spetaular fashion witha symposium in topology running the whole aademi year. I wroteto David Epstein for permission to attend the symposium and to theuniversity authorities for aeptane to the graduate program.About two weeks into the fall term I realized that all my fellow grad-uate students had supervisors. When I asked about my supervisor Irealized that the Mathematis Institute onsidered me a visitor of thesymposium and had not realized that I was also a graduate student.Sine every sta� member had his share of students, this meant trouble.Finally, they deided to ask Mike Boardman to take me on. Mike had1



a postdotoral fellowship from the Siene Researh Counsel and wasnot obliged to take are of a student. Moreover, he was very busy witha number of projets he wanted to omplete. Here is the list of the onesI know of:M. Boardman's projets during 1965/661. Work in progress with B. Steer on Hopf invariants (resulting inthe publiation of [5℄)2. Completion of the Warwik notes on his stable ategory of CW -spetra [1℄, [2℄, [3℄.3. A revision of his work on singularities (now alled Boardman-Thom singularities [4℄).4. The investigation of the algebrai struture of lassifying spaesarising from geometry (�rst results were presented in a talk \Pre-Hilbert spaes and H-spaes" in the spring of 1966).After a day or two of onsiderations Mike agreed to take are of me. Ittook us some time to get used to eah other. We all know that Mike isnot muh of a talker. The following inident was quite typial: duringa olloquium talk the speaker made some blunder at the blakboard.The more advaned graduate students in the bak row, among themnotably Hugh Morton and Elmer Rees, beame restless, David Epsteinin the �rst row interrupted the talk and a disussion started aboutthe mathematis on the blak board without arriving at a onlusion.Finally, David turned to Mike and asked whether the mathematis wasorret or not. The answer was short and preise \It is false!". Lookingover into Mike's notes I realized that he had orreted the talk all alongfor quite some time without saying a word. No wonder that I had sometrouble disussing mathematis with him at the very beginning.The time in Warwik was very exiting, quite di�erent from my un-dergraduate days in Frankfurt. Most of the world's leading topologistsvisited the symposium at some point during the year. Moreover, therewas a sore of advaned leture ourses read by young mathematiiansof international reputation. Among these ourses was one on homotopytheory given by Mike. It was one of the most exellent ourses I everattended, delivered in very ondensed form; and it is the only ourse2



during my time as a student to whih I still refer for short and preiseproofs. (Mike told me later that it was based on a ourse by Adams inCambridge, but it de�nitely had Mike's style and preision).Some time into spring I learnt that Mike had been invited as a VisitingLeturer to the University of Chiago for the aademi year 1966/67.David Epstein was so kind as to write a letter of reommendation toKaplanski and I was o�ered a researh assistantship at Chiago. Theresearh environment there mathed the one at Warwik. To ut thingsshort, I will not go into details. Here are some of the highlights as faras I was onerned:� Mike Boardman's ourse on Stable Homotopy Theory (I shouldpoint out that in Setion 9 he onstruted an assoiative, om-mutative, and unital smash produt funtor up to oherent ho-motopies using spetra indexed by �nite dimensional subspaesof the real inner produt spae R1, i.e. a Boardman type versionof what are now alled \oordinate-free spetra").� Mike suggested as a problem for my Ph.D. thesis some questionsonneted with exat triangles in the stable homotopy ategory.� A seminar on \Iterated homotopies and the bar onstrution",oÆially run by Adams and MaLane (sine Frank Adams ouldonly ome for a month it was mainly organized by SaundersMaLane).The audiene of the seminar \Iterated homotopies and the bar onstru-tion" is worth mentioning. Pratially all sta� members and graduatestudents of the University of Chiago who were interested in topol-ogy, homologial algebra or ategory theory attended it. Besides them,Brayton Gray and Jim Milgram from Chiago Cirle and Jim Stashe�fromNotre Dame were regular visitors. Frank Adams ame for a month,and people from Northwestern ame to some of the letures. Sine thisseminar inuened our work on in�nite loop spaes onsiderably, let mesketh its program. 3



Program of the seminar \Iterated homotopies andthe bar onstrution"1. MaLane (January and February 1967): MaLane developed thetheory of PROP s and PACT s in a series of letures. A PROP isa ategory of operators with tensor PROduts and P ermutationsand PACT stands for P ermutations,Addition, Composition, andT ensor produt. A PACT is a PROP based on the ategoryof hain omplexes rather than the ategory of sets. PACT sodify higher homotopies on DGAs and hene are onneted withohomology operations.2. J. Milgram (Marh 6th, 1967): \The bar onstrution in geome-try".The talk was about the material of his paper \The bar onstru-tion and abelian H-spaes" (Ill. J. Math. 11 (1967)).3. J. Stashe� (Marh 9th, 1967): \Higher homotopy assoiativity".Stashe� used an algebrai analogue of his theory of An-spaesto study the following question: if a ertain PACT operates onthe bar onstrution B(A) of a DGA A, whih kind of PACToperates on A itself? Most important for us was a number ofquestions he raised at the end of his leture:(1) Can one go bak from algebra to topology?(2) If the dual of the Steenrod PACT ats on a DGA A, does italso at on B(A)?Finally he remarked that a topologial version of (2) would givein�nite loop spaes.4. F. Adams (April 13th, 1967): \Operations of the Steenrod PACTon the obar onstrution and loop spaes".Adams addressed the problem of de�ning a diagonal on the obaronstrution F (C�(X)) of a hain omplex of a spae X whihorresponds to the Alexander-Whitney diagonal under the equiv-alene F (C�(X))! C�(
X).5. M. Boardman (May 11th, 1967): \ Homotopy everything H-spaes".Mike presented the �rst topologial PROP , namely the \lin-ear isometry" PROP (now alled \linear isometry operad") andshowed that it ats on the various lassifying spaes arising fromthe geometry of manifolds. 4



By the end of the aademi year Mike and I realized that my researhproblem resulted in setting up a big mahinery to prove a result whihould be obtained diretly with less e�ort. Some day in May 1967 dur-ing lunh we deided to srap it. Mike suggested that I should workon in�nite loop spaes taking up some of the problems mentioned inMaLane's seminar. Considering the audiene of exellent mathemati-ians my reation was: \This is a pretty HOT problem". It must havebeen my aent whih made Mike misunderstand the word \hot", be-ause his answer was: \I do not have any EASY ones".At the beginning our approah was trial and error. We stuk too loselyto the algebrai set-up using simpliial methods. The breakthroughame in February 1968 when we both independently ame up with thesame model for a homotopy-universal A1-struture. Modulo minortehnialities the development of the theory was pratially straight-forward from then on. Let me summarizeOur work on in�nite loop spaes(announed in 1968 in [6℄)(1) It suÆes to onsider PROP s in \standard form". A PROP instandard form is the same as an \operad", a athphrase introduedfour years later by May. It is a PROP B whih is determined by themorphism spaes B(n; 1), the ation of the symmetri group �n onB(n; 1), and omposition. So B is uniquely determined by the operadonsisting of the B(n; 1). Eah PROP B funtorially de�nes a PROPin standard from B0 together with a funtor B0 ! B.(2) We introdued the \endomorphism PROP" and \endomorphismoperad" of a spae, the \Little ubes operad" and the \Linear isometriesoperad". Moreover, we used the well-known operads A and S, whihde�ne monoids and ommutative monoids and introdued what is nowalled an E1-struture.(3) We de�ned the \W -onstrution" whih replaes an operad by ao�brant one (in the sense of homotopy-invariane). It has the universalproperties one expets from a o�brant gadget.(4) Extending Stashe�'s notion of an A1-map between monoids wede�ned homotopy homomorphisms between B-spaes, B an arbitrary5



operad, i.e. maps whih preserve the struture up to oherent homo-topies.(5) We showed that W (B)-strutures are homotopy invariant.(6) Using interhange and homotopy invariane we lari�ed the on-netion between a monoid with additional struture and the strutureinherited by its lassifying spae (this solved the topologial version ofStashe�'s questions).(7) Using (3) we onstruted homotopy universal operads whih har-aterize spaes homotopy equivalent to a loop spae or an in�nite loopspae, respetively. From (6) we got in�nite deloopings of \group-like"E1-spaes.(8) Mike's earlier work then implied that O; SO; F; U; TOP , et. andtheir oset spaes F=O et., and all their iterated lassifying spaesare in�nite loop spaes, and that the natural maps between them arein�nite loop maps.Detailed proofs were given in our Leture Notes [7℄. We had a similarresult for PL, its oset spaes suh as PL=O, and BPL whih we didnot inlude in our aount for two reasons. It would have required aPL substitute of the linear isometry operad. Seondly, at the time ofour work, Sullivan made the statement that the anonial map BPL!BTOP was not an in�nite loop map, whih ontradited our results.To this day I am grateful that Mike did not leave me a mathematialorphan although he had other plans at that time. He was a very goodthesis advisor, his ourses were exellent, I learnt a lot from him, and itwas a joy to wath him develop mathematial onepts. In short I owehim muh; my aademi areer most ertainly would have been quitedi�erent without him.Referenes[1℄ J.M. Boardman, Stable homotopy theory, Mimeographed notes,University of Warwik 1965.6



[2℄ J.M. Boardman, Stable homotopy theory. Chapter V - Dualityand Thom spetra, Mimeographed notes, University of Warwik1966.[3℄ J.M. Boardman, Stable homotopy theory. Chapter VI - Unori-ented bordism and obordism, Mimeographed notes, Universityof Warwik 1966.[4℄ J.M. Boardman, Singularities of di�erentiable maps, Publ.Math. Inst. des Hautes �Etudes Si. 33 (1967), 21-57.[5℄ J.M. Boardman, B. Steer, On Hopf invariants, Comment. Math.Helv. 42 (1967), 180-221.[6℄ J.M. Boardman, R.M. Vogt, Homotopy-everything H-spaes,Bull. Amer. Math. So. 74 (1968), 1117-1122.[7℄ J.M. Boardman, R.M. Vogt, Homotopy invariant algebraistrutures on topologial spaes, Springer Leture Notes inMath. 347 (1973).
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